
“Cookeswithin”
99, Kerching Drive

Twickenham, Middx, UK

Ofcom Contact Centre,
Riverside House,
2a, Southwark Bridge Road,
London SE1 9HA.

8th April 

Dear Sir or Madam,

I didn’t really want to write to you. I wanted to write to GMTV but sadly I was
unable to get their postal address, and felt a fax to them was too frivolous. Knowing
that you specialise in matter of taste, decency and standards, however, I felt that you
were a perfectly suitable second choice. My letter concerns the GMTV programme
LK today, which is Lorraine Kelly today, in case you didn’t already know.

Each morning, my TV alarm goes off at 8 am, and I am greeted by the day’s news
and weather, the, feisty Fiona Phillips, and homey “Chubby” Eamonn Holmes. So
far so good. Then at 8.30, Lorraine Kelly appeared and I was aware of something
very unpleasant happening. It was a feature on people getting married for the second
time. Not only was this pointless, uninteresting non-event wasting valuable broad-
cast time, it was being hosted by a camp male presenter whose total knowledge of
marriage would have been limited to a row of marquees, if you get my drift?  It was
unbelievably bad and meaningless, and as they started to discuss “The first song they
danced to at their wedding” I awoke in a panic, to try to find the remote so I could
turn the TV off. 

This is where it gets silly.

I jumped out of bed, kicking the remote under the wardrobe at the far end of the
room, and realising that I wouldn’t be able to retrieve it quickly, I dived for the plug
socket so I could end this TV misery once and for all. But on the way to the plug
socket, I stood on the cable, and pulled the entire TV off its stand, causing the bowl
of flowers that was on top of the TV to crash to the ground. There was an almighty
explosion as the TV and vase collided, and steam started to pour from the back, fill-
ing my bedroom with grey smoke. Then the smoke alarm went off, and I had to
remove the batteries to stop the noise.

I had managed to rid myself of Lorraine, the funny little marriage expert, and the
couple on the sofa finally, but my TV and a perfectly good vase were no more.

So that’s it really. A sad, unfortunate story I’m sure you would admit.

But I feel that I am justified in enclosing an invoice of costs for which I personally
hold GMTV responsible, that include my TV, vase, and other related damaged
goods caused directly by one of their programmes. If there is any way you could pass
these on to GMTV, and Lorraine herself, I would be very grateful. I know that
coming from you they would take some notice.
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And in future, it would be great if they could stick to stories that wouldn’t cause
such distress as this one did, and think about the many viewers who are not
completely alert and awake at that time in the morning.

I look forward to an amicable outcome to this request.

Yours most sincerely

Bob Howard

Purchase of new TV, stand and remote £650.00p

New Vase
£  12.99p

Flowers
£  25.89p

Hook and arm contraption to retrieve remote from

Under wardrobe
£  18.79p

Batteries for smoke alarm
£   6.72p

££771144..3399pp

“Cookeswithin” 99, Kerching Drive,

Twickenham, Middx, UK
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15 April

Mr B. Howard
“Cookeswithin”
99 Kerching Drive
Twickenham
Middx
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Mr Bob Howard
Cookeswithin
99 Kerching Drive
Twickenham, Middx
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